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ABSTRACT 
A class of empirical distributions is introduced which are based on var- 
ious weighted linear combinations of order statistics, and which have con- 
vergence properties the classical empirical distribution does not, or which 
stochastically or convexly dominate the classical empirical distribution. 
In estimating an unknown probability distribution F based on a se- 
quence of iid observations XI,  X2, . . . (with order statistics XI:, 5 X2:n 5 
. . 5 X,:,) from F, it is usually desirable to place positive mass only on 
the observations seen, as does the classical empirical distribution (random 
probability measure) 
i r l  i=l  
(where 6(x) is the one-point Dirac measure of mass 1 at {x)); to place mass 
on unobserved values seems artificial. However, the relative frequency of 
values observed in any given interval varies stochastically depending on the 
observaticns X I , .  . . , X,, so weighting the observations exactly uniformly is 
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not really crucial. For example, in sampling from a Bernoulli distribution 
with p = 112 (fair-coin tossing), after n tosses only values of 0 and 1 will have 
been observed, but the exact relative frequencies oscillate randomly about 
1 /2  (with oscillations described by the law of the iterated logarithm). Thus 
if the exactly uniform weights l l n  of the classical empirical distribution are 
replaced by weights close to l l n ,  the result will be qualitatively the same, 
namely, only the observed values of 0 and 1 will have positive mass, and 
these masses will be close to 112 each. 
If these deviations from the uniform masses l l n  have appropriate struc- 
tures, various properties not shared by the classical empirical distribution 
may be attained, such as convergence of the quantile functions, one-sided 
convergence of means, stochastic or convex domination of IFn, correct means 
or medians when those are known, or various smoothness properties, in ad- 
dition to convergence to the underlying F uniformly almost surely. 
The main goal of this article is to introduce a large class of such alterna- 
tive empirical distribution functions, thus extending the idea underlying the 
one-sided empirical distributions in [I], [3], [4]. As in those empirical distribu- 
tions, the ones introduced here are based on nonuniform weights on the order 
statistics of the random sample, and as such complement empirical distribu- 
tions based on nonuniform weights on the unordered sample elements (e.g. [6], 
[9]), on U-statistics structures (cf. [5]), on maximum likelihood properties, 
(cf. [7]), and ones based on given sufficient statistics (Rao-Blackwellization 
method), the method of kernels, and the method of stochastic approxirna- 
tion (cf. [B], Chapter 9). After the general class is described, a number of 
examples and specific results are proved. 
52. EMPIRICAL WEIGHT FUNCTIONS AND DISTRIBUTION 
SELECTORS 
The alternative empirical distributions described in this section are nat- 
ural generalizations of the classical empirical distribution IFn, having the 
form 
where the weights {wi: , )  are nonnegative random variables which depend 
only on the order statistics {Xi : , ) ,  and which sum to 1. In order to guarantee 
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that these weights do not depend on specific distributions of {Xi:,,), a general 
measurable selection setting will be used for each fixed n, add these will 
then be strung together to form a general selection procedure for generating 
empirical distributions for all n. 
Note: The same symbol will be used to denote both a Borel probability 
measure on IR and its distribution function; e.g., depending on context, F is a 
probability measure or is the corresponding cumulative distribution function, 
so F(x)  = F(-co, x], and F({x)) is the measure of the (singleton) point x. 
Definition 2.1. An empirical weight selector for a sample of size n is a 
permutation-invariant function w, = (wl:,, . . . , w,:,) : Rn + [O, I], satis- 
fying C:'=, w,,, z 1. 
Thus each wi:, is a Borel function from Rn to [0, I] satisfying 
where rl:, < + .   5 r,:, are the order statistics of r l , .  . . , r,; intuitively, w,:, 
is simply the weight assigned to the ith order statistic. 
Example  2.2. 
(i) w;:, EE A. This corresponds to the uniform weights of the classical 
empirical distribution F,. 
(ii) wi:, = - + A. This is the special case a = 9/4 of [3], where 
large order statistics are weighted more heavily than smaller, forming an 
arithmetic sequence. It is easily checked that these weights are nonneg- 
ative and sum to 1, and that the weights are both scale and translation 
invariant, since wi:, depends only on i and n. 
(iii) w , : ~  = where d = n-' z:=, ri/ x:', /r , /  if I z r,/ < 
1-d iz, ~ ~ ( r i : * )  ' 
IT;] (and = 0 otherwise). This weight selector assigns mass (n-' + 
d)/(l-ds) to each observation less than zero, and mass (n-'-d)/(l-ds) 
to each observation greater than zero, where s = C I T , /  and sgn(x) = -1 
if x < 0, = 0 if x = 0, = +1 if x > 0. It is easily seen that these weights 
are positive-scale invariant, but not translation invariant. 
(iv) witn = (n-'+lri:nl)/ (1 + xy=l  IT,^). These weights, which depend both 
on the magnitude and position of the observations, are neither scale nor 
translation-invariant. 
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Definition 2.3. An empirical distribution selector (e.d.s.) ID is a sequence 
of functions ID = {ID1, ID2,. . . , ), where for each n, D, : Rm + {Borel 
probability measures on R) is given by 
for some iixed empirical weight selector w,. (In other words, ID, assigns to 
each sequence r l ,  7-2,. . . the discrete probability measure on R having atoms 
of mass w,:, at  r,:, for each i, 1 5 i _< n.) 
Observe that for each sequence of random variables X = (XI, X2,.  . .) 
on a probability space (R, F, P), 
ID(X) is a sequence of random probability measures, where for (1) 
each n, ID,(X) is a u(Xl,. .  , Xn)-measurable map from il to 
finitely-supported (Borel) probability measures on R, and that 
supp ID,(X) -C {XI, . .. , X,) for each n. (2) 
Example 2.4. 
(i) ID = (F1, F z ,  . . .) is the classical e.d.s. 
(ii) ID' = (IDT, ID;, . . .), where wzn are the weights in Example 2.2(ii). It 
is easily seen [3] that 
(iii) ID- = (ID,, ID,, . . .) where w,, are the corresponding decreasing weights 
- - L + U - +  
Wi:n - n 2,0/4 4 7 and 
(iv) ID = (ID1, ID2,. . .), where ID, = F, + enFn( l  - F,) for 6, 5 1 (cf. [I]), 
or more generally (with D,, F, viewed as distribution functions) ID, = 
&(IF,), where & : [O,l] + [O, 11 is a nondecreasing continuous function 
which fixes 0 and 1. (All these are generalizations of (ii) and (iii).) 
(v) ID = (ID1, ID2,. . .), where ID, = F, if n is even, and ID, = ID: if n is 
odd. In this contrived e.d.8. the {ID,) are not of the same form for each 
n and e.d.s.'s of this type will not be studied in this article. 
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Definition 2.5. An e.d.s. ID = (ID1, ID2,. . .) is GC (Glivenko-Cantelli) regu- 
lar if for all F and all sequences X = XI,  X2, .  . . of independent F-distributed 
random variables (on (R,  3, P)), 
lim JIID,(X) - FIl, = 0 P as. ,  
n+co 
(where /JG//, = sup, G(-co, x] is the usual sup-norm on distribution func- 
tions). 
Theorem 2.6. ID, ID+ and ID- are GG regular. 
Proof. That ID is GC regular is just the Glivenko-Cantelli theorem; the 
GC regularity of ID' and ID- follows by Theorem 3.3 of 131. 
Example 2.7. ID = (ID1, IDz, . . .) where ID, = 2F, - (this is Exam- 
ple 2.4(iv) with en s I), is not in general GC regular; it converges to the 
distribution 2F - F2. 
Although it is this classical strong GC regularity which will be the focus 
of this article, other notions of regularity are also of interest in this context: 
CLT (Central Limit Theorem) regularity, which requires that fi(lD, (X) - 
F) converge in distribution to a Brownian Bridge (cf. [9]); or regularities 
which require that the empirical distribution converges to the true distri- 
bution with respect to some other metric, such as Kolmogorov-Smirnov or 
Wasserstein. 
53. KNOWN MEANS. MEDIANS OR MODES 
The purpose of this section is to give examples of empirical distribution 
selectors which incorporate additional information about the underlying dis- 
tribution F, and which still converge Glivenko-Cantelli-wise to F. In many 
real-Iife experiments, parameters about an unknown distribution are some- 
times known. For example, the distribution of roundoff errors in scientific 
calculations is often unbiased (i.e., has mean O), and in many experiments 
concerning measurements, the variance is often known as a function of the 
accuracy of the measuring device. In these cases an empirical distribution is 
sought which converges to the true distribution, but which in addition has 
the correct known mean or variance. 
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For the first example, suppose that F has known finite mean p. The 
classical empirical distributions Fn in general almost surely never has mean 
p, but certain empirical distributions ID, will now be given which (eventually 
a.s.) have the correct mean p, and are still supported by the observations 
X1, . . . , X, and converge to F. There are many such empirical distribution 
selectors of rather different structures, of which those in the following two 
theorems are examples. 
Definition 3.1. For fixed p E R, let IDt) = (Dl,lDz,.. .) be the e.d.s. with 
empirical weight functions 
where d = d(r1,. . . , r n )  = n-' Cy= l (~ i  - p)/ EL1 Iri - pI if I E(ri - p)) < 
C (r, - pI, and = 0 otherwise. (This is a generalization of Example 2.2(iii) 
where again the weights assigned to observations less than p are all equal, 
and those assigned to observations bigger than p are all equal, but not in 
general the same as those below.) 
Recall that "En eventually a.s." means that P(liminfn,, En) = 1, i.e., 
for P-almost all w E R, there exists an n such that w E Em for all m > n. 
Theorem 3.2. For every iid sequence of random variables X with finite 
mean p and distribution F, ID:) (= (Dl ,  D2,. . .)) satisfies (5) and 
ID,(=) has mean p eventually as .  (7) 
Remark. Note that ID:) is not GC regular since it may not satisfy (5) for 
F which do not have mean p, in contrast to the e.d.s ID;) below which is 
GC regular (for all F), but for which (7) requires more than existence of first 
moment. 
Proof of Theorem. That the {w,:,) defined in (6) form a sequence of em- 
pirical weight selectors (nonnegative, sum to 1, Bore1 measurable, functions 
only of the order statistics {r,:,)) is easy to check. 
Let F be a distribution with finite mean p, and let X = (XI, Xz, . . .) 
be an iid sequence of F-distributed random variables. If F is degenerate 
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(i.e., X1 = p as . ) ,  the conclusion of the theorem is trivial, since then 
d(X1,. . . , X,) = 0 as . ,  w,:, A a s . ,  and IDn = IFn = the Dirac mea- 
sure at p a.s. 
Suppose F is not degenerate. By the strong law of large numbers it 
follows easily that 
d(X1,. . . ,Xn )  = o(n-l) a.s., (8) 
SO I n (  - F n 5 nmaxi<i<n 
n In-I - -1 l+o(l = o(1) as . ,  and (5) follows by the triangle inequality 
and Glivenko-Cantelli theorem, IIFn(X) - -t 0 a s .  
To establish (7), first note that since F has mean p and is not degenerate, 
it follows that /E:==,(X, - p)1 < z:=l IX, - p1 eventually as . ,  so 
n n 
d(Xl, . . . , Xn) = n-I X ( X ,  - p)/ JX, - p /  eventually a.s. (9) 
i= 1 i=l 
The mean of ID, (X) is 
which by (9) equals p eventually a.s. 
Definition 3.3. Let ID+ = (ID:,JD$, . . .) and D- = (ID;,lD,,. . .) be the 
e.d.s.'s of Example 2.4(ii) and (iii), respectively, and for fixed p E R, let 
IDf) = (IDI, ID2, . . .) be the e.d.s. given by 
ID, = xnlD: + (1 - X,)ID,, (10) 
where An : RC4 3 [O, 11 is defined by 
k l  
if this quotient is in [O,l], and = 112 otherwise. (Intuitively, if the barycenter 
(mean) of ID, is 5 p and that of ID: is > p, then An is a convex combination 
of ID: and ID, which has mean p. Note that if A = 112, then ID, = Fn, the 
classical empirical distribution.) 
Theorem 3.4. For every p E R, ID?) (= (D l ,  ID2, . . .)) is GC regular. In 
addition, if X is any iid sequence of random variables having distribution 
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F, mean p, and finite variance, then IDn(X) has mean p eventually almost 
surely. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.3 of [3], IDC and ID- are both GC regular, so any 
convex combination such as IDf) also is. 
Suppose X is an iid sequence of random variables having distribution 
F, mean p, and finite second moment (in fact finite 413-moment will do). 
By Theorem 2.2 of [3], the mean of ID:(X) is eventually a.s. > p, and that 
of ID,(X) is eventually a s .  5 p, so eventually a.s. An(X) E [O,l], which 
implies that ID:) has mean p eventually a.s. 
These previous two e.d.s.'s are alternatives to the classical empirical 
distribution when the mean of the underlying distribution is known and 
analogous constructions yield e.d.s.'s for distributions with known variances; 
the next is an analog for known median (other quantiles are similar), whose 
construction is similar to that for IDf). 
Definition 3.5. Let ID:,ID, be as above, and for h E R, let ID:) = 
(ID1, IDz, . . .) be the e.d.s. given by 
A 
where An : Rm + [0,1] is defined by 
if this quotient is in [O,l] and = 0 otherwise. 
(Intuitively, if the total mas:; assigned to points < h is 2 g for ID, and 
is I for ID:, then in is a convex combination of ID, and ID: with total 
mass on points 5 h exactly equal to in which case h is a median of this 
convex combination.) 
Theorem 3.6. For any h E R, ID?) (= (I&, ID2,. . .)) is GC regular, and if 
X is any iid sequence of random variables having distribution F with median 
h, then 
h is a median of IDn(X) eventually a.s. (12) 
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Proof. The GC regularity follows as in the proof of Theorem 3.4, and (12) 
also follows easily by Theorem 3.3 of [3], since for ID: (where the larger 
weights are placed on higher order statistics), the total mass assigned to 
points 5 h (the true median) is eventually a.s. 5 112, and that for ID, is 
eventually a.s. 2 112. 
There are also e.d.s.'s (similar to IDf)) which place equal weights on 
all points larger than h, and equal weights on points less than h, and which 
have the correct median eventually a.s.; such constructions are left to the 
interested reader. The final theorem in this section is an analogous conclusion 
for known modes (for distributions with at least one atom). 
Theorem 3.7. ID+ and ID- are both GC regular, and if F is a distribution 
with a t  least one atom, then for every iid sequence X with distribution F ,  the 
mode of ID:(X) is eventually a.s. the largest mode of F, and that of ID, (X) 
is eventually a.s. the smallest mode of F. Moreover, if F is any distribution 
with finite mean p, then the means of ID;(X) and ID, (X) converge to p a s .  
Proof. Similar, using Theorem 3.3 (iv) and (v) of [3]. 
Remarks. The choice of exponent (n3I4) for ID: and ID, was somewhat 
arbitrary for the median and mode conclusions; any exponent in (2,512) will 
do. The requirement for F to have at least one atom is to guarantee that 
the notion of "mode" is unambiguous. 
$4. STOCHASTIC DOMINATION. CONVEX DOMINATION. AND 
SMOOTHNESS 
In some situations, when estimating an unknown distribution F based on 
iid observations XI ,  X2 , .  . . from that distribution it might be desirable to use 
an empirical distribution ID, which is stochastically larger than the classical 
empirical distribution F,, or which convexly dominates F,, has smaller 
variance than F,, or is "smoother" than F, (and which still converges to F 
uniformly almost surely). There are many such empirical distributions, and 
in this section several will be described. 
As is the main conclusion of Theorem 3.3 of [3], the e.d.s. ID' of Ex- 
ample 2.4(ii) is not only GC regular, and IDz(X) is (trivially) stochastically 
larger than IF, (X) for all n and all iid X ,  but also even the (upper) quantile 
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functions (inverses) of ID:(x) converge to the (upper) quantile function of 
F almost surely and ([3], Theorem 2.2) if F has finite variance, the means of 
ID:(X) converge to the mean of F eventually from above almost surely; ID- 
similarly gives a stochastically smaller estimate of F, convergence of lower 
quantiles and convergence of means from below. In general, stochastic dom- 
ination of F itself by empirical distributions is not possible, as can be seen 
by looking at any F with unbounded support (cf. also Example 3.4 of [3]). 
To attain an e.d.s. lD = (lD1,D2,. . .) for which ID,(X) convexly domi- 
nates F,(X) for all n and all iid X (recall that a (real Borel) probability mea-, 
sure G1 dominates a probability measure G2 convexly if J f dGl 2 J f dG2 
for all convex functions f : R + R) ,  it is only necessary to replace F,'s 
uniform weights A at ri:, with weights wi:, at  ri:, which form a balayage 
(cf. [2]) of F,(X) for all n and X.  The following is a simple typical exam- 
ple in which the weights at the extrema XI:, and X,:, are increased, and 
the weights on interior order statistics decreased uniformly, so that the new 
measure is a balayage of F,. 
Definition 4.1. Let IDc = (ID1, ID2,. . .) be the e.d.s. with empirical weight 
functions 
where 61 = 61 (71, . . . , ~ n )  = (n log n)-I ((n - 2)rn:n - Cz;' Ti:,) /(T.:. - 
TI:,), if r,:, - TI:, > 0, and = 0 otherwise, and 62 = (n - 2)(nlogn)-' - 61. 
(Intuitively, mass of (n 1ogn)-I each is removed from each of the interior 
order statistics TZ,,, . . . , T,-~:,; and all this mass is added to the weights at 
the extreme order statistics rl:, and r,:, in such a way that the barycenter 
(mean) remains the same.) 
Theorem 4.2. IDC = (Dl ,  ID2,. . .) is GC regular, and for every iid sequence 
X ,  lD,(X) convexly dominates Fn (X )  for all n. In particular, the means of 
F,(X) and lD,(X) are the same, so if the underlying F has finite mean p 
then the mean of D,(X) converges to p a.s.; also the variance of D,(X) is a t  
least the variance of F,(X). In addition, if the support of F contains more 
than 2 points, this convex domination is eventually strict almost surely. 
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Proof. To see that IDC is GC regular, note that IIID,(X) - F,(X)JI, 5 
m ~ t ~ { 6 ~ ,  62) 5 (n - 2) (n log n)-', SO (5) follows by the triangle inequality 
and Glivenko-Cantelli theorem. 
It is easy to check (cf. [2]) that with the weights given in (13), F,(X) is 
a fusion of ID,(X) for all n and all iid X ,  so F,(X) is convexly dominated 
by ID, (X). Since convex domination implies equal first moments, and higher 
second moments, this in turn implies that the variance of IDi(X) > variance 
of F,(X) for all n and X.  The strictness conclusion follows since if the 
support of F has at least 3 points, then eventually a s .  the support of F,(X) 
(and ID,(X)) will also have at least 3 points, in which case the fusion is 
nontrivial and the convex domination is strict. C7 
To construct e.d.s.'s with smaller variance than the classical empirical 
distribution, simply reverse the process of IDC by constructing fusions of F, 
in place of balayages. 
Many other such constructions also produce convex domination or smaller 
variance; replacing the weights of 2.2(ii) (to form ID') by non-monotone 
weights such as 
for appropriate small g(n) produces GC regular e.d.s.'s which weight the 
outliers less than interior observations in a non-linear (in this case quadratic) 
fashion. 
As one final example, suppose an estimator of F is desired which will 
be as smooth as possible (in a given class). There are many ways to define 
the smoothness of a finitely-supported probability measure; the following is 
typical. 
Definition 4.3. For real numbers x l  < 2 2  < . . . < x, and increasing 
function f : R -t R the smoothness s of the graph of f on (XI, . . . , x,) is 
s = s ( f ; x l , .  . . ,x,) = max{(f(xj) - f(xj-l))/(xj - xi-1) : 1 < j < n). 
Similarly, for a finitely supported probability G = Cdl pib(yi), s(G) denotes 
~ ( g ;  r l , .  . ., z,), where rl < . . < rm are the distinct values of {yl, . . . , y,), 
and g(zi) = G(yj) if t, = yj. (Thus this smoothness is simply the maximum 
:UY DnCX) lFnCX lloo ~
ax{61, } ~ )( gn)-I, so ) it
. ) , lFn(:X)
f DneX) lFneX)
n ).
f D~ ) 2::
f IFn ( an f
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0
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f c IFn
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slope of the linear interpolation of f on (xl, x,); note that a smaller value 
of s denotes a smoother function.) 
There are also many ways of smoothing a graph under given constraints; 
the following is one example. 
Definition 4.4. For 6 > 0, x l  < < x,, and increasing function f : 
{XI, . . . , x,) + R+, let & (f ; XI, . . . , x,) be the increasing positive function 
g : {xl, . . . , x,) -+ R+ which minimizes s(h; XI, . . ., x,) subject to 
(i) h : {XI, . . . x,) + R+ is increasing; 
( 4  Cz1[h(xi)  - f (xi)] = 0; 
(iii) Ih(xi) - f ( ~ i ) l  5 c for all i = 1, . . . , m. 
(Thus if f represents a distribution function supported on {XI, . . . , x,), 
conditions (i) and (ii) guarantee that g also will be; and condition (iii) implies 
that 1 1  f - g1Ia, 5 e. The existence of such a minimizing function g is easy by 
compactness; constructions or algorithms for generating &(f) are also easy 
to obtain.) 
Definition 4.5. For e > 0, let 
where xl  < x2, . . < x, are the distinct values of {rl, . . . , r,), and f (xi) = 
j /n, where j = max{k : rk:, = xi); and for a = (cl,e2,. . .) a sequence of 
positive numbers, let IDS(') =  ID^(^'), ID;'"), . . .) be the corresponding e.d.s. 
(Informally, ID:(') is simply the 4, smoothing of the classical distribution 
Fn.) 
Theorem 4.6. For any sequence ofpositive numbers c = (€1, €2, . . .) converg- 
ing to zero, IDs(') is GC regular, and for every iid sequence X ,  s ( b i ( ' ) ( ~ ) )  5
s(F,(X)) for all n (i.e., ID:(') is smoother than F,). Moreover this inequality 
is strict except when F, (X) is perfectly smooth (s(F, (X)) = 0). 
Proof. IDS(") is GC regular, since c, + 0 and since IIID~( '~)(x)-F,(x)II ,  5 
E, for all n and X. lD;('")(X) is smoother than F,(X) by construction (in 
fact it is the "6,-smoothest"), and the strictness conclusion is obvious. IJ 
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